A nonparametric comparison of conditional distributions with nonnegligible cure fractions.
Survival data with nonnegligible cure fractions are commonly encountered in clinical cancer clinical research. Recently, several authors (e.g. Kuk and Chen, Biometrika 79 (1992) 531; Maller and Zhou, Journal of Applied Probability, 30 (1993) 602; Peng and Dear, Biometrics, 56 (2000) 237; Sy and Taylor, Biometrics 56 (2000) 227) have proposed to use semiparametric cure models to analyze such data. Much of the existing work has been emphasized on cure detections and regression techniques. In contrast, this project focuses on the hypothesis testing in the presence of a cure fraction. Specifically, our interest lies in detecting whether there exists survival differences among noncured patients between treatment arms. For this purpose, we investigate the use of a modified Cramér-von Mises statistic for two-sample survival comparisons within the framework of cure models. Such a test has been studied by Tamura et al., (Statistics in Medicine 19, 2000, 2169) using bootstrap procedure. We will focus on developing asymptotic theory and convergent algorithms in this paper. We show that the limiting distributions of the Cramér-von Mises statistic under the null hypothesis can be represented by stochastic integrals and a weighted noncentral chi-squares. Both representations lead to concrete numerical schemes for computing the limiting distributions. The algorithms can be easily implemented for data analysis and significantly reduce computing time compared to the bootstrap approach. For illustrative purposes, we apply the proposed test to a published clinical trial.